Analysis of Replicative Polymerase Usage by Ribonucleotide Incorporation.
Mapping the usage of replicative DNA polymerases has previously proved to be technically challenging. By exploiting mutant polymerases that incorporate ribonucleotides into the DNA with a significantly higher proficiency than their wild-type counterparts, we and others have developed methods that can identify what proportion of each DNA strand (i.e., the Watson and Crick strands) is replicated by a specific DNA polymerase. The incorporation of excess ribonucleotides by a mutated polymerase effectively marks, in each individual cells, the DNA strand that is replicated by that specific mutated polymerase. Changes to DNA polymerase usage can be examined at specific loci by Southern blot analysis while a global analysis of polymerase usage can be achieved by applying next-generation sequencing. This genome-wide data also provides a direct measure of replication origin efficiency and can be used to indirectly calculate replication timing.